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Abstract 

Background: Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) is a rare syndrome and it is 
usually presented with bilateral vestibular schwannomas (VS), multiple me-
ningiomas, and other types of tumors associated to peripheral nerves. Hearing 
loss is one of its leading manifestations, and surgery for removal of the tumor 
is often required. Cochlear implant (CI) surgery is an option for auditory re-
habilitation and long latency auditory potentials (P300) are becoming a very 
useful tool to assess hearing outcomes. Objective: To verify the presence of 
P300 waves during auditory and cortical function assessment in a patient 
submitted to VS removal and CI surgery. Design: Retrospective chart review. 
Case Report: A 62 years old male patient, presented at the clinic with a bila-
teral severe to profound hearing loss, worst at the right side. MRI scan re-
vealed bilateral expansive tumor within the internal auditory canal expanding 
to cerebellopontine angle, suggestive of VS. Tumor was removed at the right 
side, and CI surgery was indicated for the left ear. P300 tests were performed 
pre-operatively, at the moment of activation, and 6 months post-operatively. 
After CI activation, P300 waves appeared, and presented reduced latency and 
increased amplitude after 6 months of CI use. Conclusion: P300 waves appear 
to be dependent on the auditory stimulus to be generated, showing that it can 
be a useful tool to estimate improvement in cortical cognitive function after 
restoring hearing through CI surgery after VS removal. 
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1. Introduction 

Schwannomas are benign tumors derived from Schwann cells. They are often 
encapsulated and connected to nerve tissue. Microscopic examination reveals a 
combination of two patterns, Antoni A and B, with elongated cells and regular 
oval nuclei. Local recurrence is common in cases of incomplete tumor removal. 
The VIII cranial nerve ranks first among involved sites, accounting for 80% of 
the cases [1]. Bilateral vestibular schwannomas (VS) are often found in patients 
with neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), and bilateral hearing loss is usually seen [2]. 
Furthermore, NF2 treatment is usually multidisciplinary and auditory rehabilita-
tion can be achieved with cochlear implant (CI) or auditory brainstem implant [2]. 

Event-related cortical potentials are brain response phenomena that can be 
either spontaneous or stimulated. Evoked potentials are classified as short, me-
dium, or long, according to their temporally latency, from the onset of the sti-
mulus. Long-latency auditory-evoked potentials (P300) are waves with both 
negative and positive polarity that appear between 60 and 600 milliseconds after 
the stimulus. The components of these potentials are known as N1, P2, N2, and 
P3 [3] [4] [5]. 

The P300 is a cortical potential related to an event that is the individual’s ex-
pectation of a visual or auditory stimulus. This potential is the result of the foca-
lization of attention to rare stimuli presented within other frequent stimuli, 
which is known as the Oddball Paradigm. These potentials can be used to inves-
tigate attention and recent memory, which could provide useful information 
with regard to the cortical processing time from the onset of a visual or auditory 
stimulus [3] [5] [6] [7]. 

It is possible that the central process in the auditory cortex plays an important 
role in the existing and inexplicable variability in the benefits of cochlear im-
plants, especially when considering the prolongation of the latency of N1, P2, 
and P300 waves in comparison with normal hearing individuals. Cochlear im-
plant users present small N1 and P2 amplitudes in response to all spoken signals, 
suggesting that there is a relationship between the P300 amplitude and the mag-
nitude of speech recognition [8] [9]. 

This paper presents a case of a patient with a bilateral vestibular schwannoma, 
who underwent to CI surgery. A P300 auditory examination was performed to 
assess auditory rehabilitation.  

2. Case Report 

This case report was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee and in-
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formed consent was obtained from the patient and his relatives. 
A 62 years old male patient presented at the clinic with progressive bilateral 

hearing loss, which had worsened for the past 5 years. Hearing loss was worse on 
the right side and patient also complained of tinnitus and occasional vertigo. 
Audiological evaluation revealed profound sensorineural hearing loss on the 
right ear and severe hearing loss on the left ear. He also presented many menin-
giomas in his body. Although these symptoms, patient had no other sign of 
neurological disorders. 

Patient was fitted with bilateral hearing aids, with limited benefit. Further in-
vestigation with MRI scan revealed a bilateral vestibular schwannoma, which 
was larger on the right ear and classified as T4A on the right ear and T3B on the 
left ear, according to Koos [9]. Definitive diagnosis was bilateral vestibular 
schwannoma secondary to neurofibromatosis type 2 (Figure 1). 

Patient was submitted to otologic surgery to remove the tumor on his right 
ear, however with post-operative anacusis facial palsy of the right side. Because 
the patient was still complaining hearing loss, CI surgery was proposed for his 
left ear, which was performed, and a Digisonic® SP Evo device (Neurelec, 
France) was implanted (Figure 2). Prior to surgery, P300 was obtained using the 
Navigator Pro® device (Bio-logic Systems Corp, Illinois, USA), and electrodes 
were positioned according to the method proposed by Jasper [10]. The active 
electrodes were positioned at Cz and connected to entrance 1 on the preamplifi-
er in channels 1 and 2, respectively (jumper). The reference electrodes were 
placed on the lobes of the right and left ears, respectively (A1 and A2) and were 
then linked and connected to entrance 2 in channels 1 and 2 of the preamplifier, 
with the ground electrode positioned on Fpz. The stimulus that was used was a 
tone burst at frequencies of 1000 Hz for the repetitive stimuli and 200 Hz for the 
rare stimuli. The results of these examinations are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Results of the P300 before the CI surgery (pre-CI), immediately after CI 
activation, and 6 months after CI surgery. 

P300 results pre-CI 

Latency CzA1 
(ms) 

Latency CzA2 
(ms) 

Amplitude CzA1 
(µV) 

Amplitude CzA2 
(µV) 

absent absent absent absent 

P300 results during CI activation 

Latency CzA1 
(ms) 

Latency CzA2 
(ms) 

Amplitude CzA1 
(µV) 

Amplitude CzA2 
(µV) 

393.50 386.22 1.10 1.34 

P300 results after 6 months CI surgery 

Latency CzA1 
(ms) 

Latency CzA2 
(ms) 

Amplitude CzA1 
(µV) 

Amplitude CzA2 
(µV) 

319.83 331.28 6.22 4.38 

Legend: CI = cochlear implant; ms = milliseconds; µV = microvolts. 
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Figure 1. MRI scan (coronal view) of the patient prior 
to first surgery to remove the vestibular schwannoma 
on the right ear. Note bilateral expansive lesions at the 
cerebellopontine angle (arrows). It is notable the 
difference between both sides, as we can observe how 
the lesion at the right ear is larger than the one at the 
left ear. 

 

 
Figure 2. CT scan (axial view) after the CI surgery on 
the left ear (arrow). 

 
The P300 waves that were absent before the cochlear implantation were im-

mediately registered after the CI activation (at the same day), and again after 6 
months. Furthermore, the P300 wave latency decreased and the amplitude in-
creased after 6 months of the processor use. Three months after activation of the 
CI, the patient recognized all Ling sounds, recognized and understood words 
and sentences, and was satisfied with the CI. 

3. Discussion 

Vestibular Schwannoma has been recognized as a pathologic entity for at least 
200 years and represent around 90% of the cases of cerebellopontine angle tu-
mors [8]. Surgical treatment is mostly curative in cases of complete removal of 
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the tumor [1]. However, any damage to cochlear portion of the VIII cranial 
nerve can evolve to hearing loss, which may cause several changes in P300 
waves. Such cases are usually treated with CI.  

When the CI is activated, sound is converted into electrical stimulation and 
auditory function is reacquired. Fjell and Walhovd observed that the latency of 
the P300 waves represents an individual’s level of cognition and is associated 
with the speed of the evaluation process of the stimulus in the central nervous 
system. Another interpretation, however, is that, the amplitude of the P300 
could be related to the number of neurons that are recruited to carry out this 
cognitive task [11]. 

The reduction in latency and the increase in amplitude of P300 waves that was 
seen in our patient are according to the literature. It is suggested that P300 is a 
tool to evaluate the auditory abilities of attention, perception, discrimination, 
and immediate memory [4] [6] [11]. These findings, along with those of Kelly et 
al., in which 12 participants who had been using a CI for a period of 1.3 to 5.2 
years were compared to patients who were using hearing aids, showed that CI 
users exhibit a shorter P300 latency [12]. 

Few studies evaluated the use of auditory event-related potentials in CI users. 
They show that the mean latency responses disappear in the majority of patients, 
remaining only in the patients with excellent performance with the CI. These 
studies also demonstrate that the responses to P300 remain similar to normal 
hearing individuals, with amplitudes that positively correlate with scores on 
speech perception tasks, in speech-in-noise tests [12] [13] [14]. This suggests, 
therefore, that CI users have difficulty in automatically perceiving speech-in-noise, 
which is an improvement related to central auditory processing, as indicated by 
the presence of P300 waves [14]. The present case report reinforces the findings 
of Soshi et al., in which the evolution of P300 responses from the beginning of 
auditory re-establishment to 6 months of effective use of CI includes a reduced 
latency and an increased amplitude and is correlated with a better auditory per-
formance [13].  

4. Conclusion 

As a tool to evaluate cortical function, P300 is an objective and non-invasive test 
that can be used in clinical practice when cortical function must be evaluated. In 
this case, we showed that the cortical function improved after 6 months of audi-
tory stimulation by the CI and was associated with an increase in amplitude and 
a reduction in wave latency. 
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